
   
 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

 

Doc.It® Suite Awarded 5-Star Rating 

by CPA Practice Advisor 
  

 

May 07, 2012 – Las Vegas, NV – Doc.It, an industry-leading provider of practice-wide 

document management and archiving solutions, has been awarded the document management 5-

star rating by CPA Practice Advisor.  Doc.It’s best-of-breed tools and best practices improve 

processes by managing the flow of documents from every source through work-in-progress and 

publishing to the Doc.It Archive. 

 

"Doc.It is a great application and well-deserving of the 5-star rating. It is an application worth 

looking at if you're in the market for a solid paperless system with a proven set of workflow 

tools," said Darren Root, Executive Editor of CPA Practice Advisor.   

 

The 5-star rating is based on an independent professional review of document management 

technology including (1) core product functions/features, (2) document workflow, (3) document 

control, and (4) special features. “Doc.It provides a complete paperless solution with an open 

design that facilitates using it with virtually any tax and accounting software applications,” stated 

John Higgins, Co-founder of CPA Crossings, LLC.  “Doc.It has consistently pursued a product 

development strategy that addresses the unique needs of the various stages of traditional 

accounting and tax processes: scanning, scheduling, work in process, archiving and file sharing 

through the portal.”   

 

“We are extremely pleased to be recognized two years in a row with a 5-star rating. We remain 

committed to constantly enhancing our products so that our customers can realize the very best 

that technology has to offer in improving their process efficiency and client service,” said 

Howard Brown, Doc.It®.   

 

CPA Practice Advisor reviewed seven document management products including: 

• Cabinet NG - CNG-SAFE (4.5 stars) 

• CCH ProSystem fx Document (5 stars) 

• Conarc - iChannel (5 stars) 

• Doc.It Suite 3.4 (5 stars) 

• NetDocuments 2012 (4.5 stars) 

• Thomson Reuters - GoFileRoom (5 stars) 



• Treeno Document Management 4.0 (4.75 stars) 

The full DMS review appears in the June 2012 issue of CPA Practice Advisor magazine. Read 

the document management review online. 

 

### 

 

 

About Doc.It®  

Doc.It is the industry’s only pure document management solution. Doc.It Suite provides a 

simple, affordable, and efficient way to GATHER, PROCESS, STORE and DELIVER 

documents using just one application.  Built by accountants for accountants, Doc.It Suite 

systematizes your firm like no other single solution can by replacing the need for separate 

solutions for scan, organize, Web Portal, PDF editor, archive, and more. The Doc.It® Suite 

includes:  

 

•    Doc.It® Archive    

•    Doc.It® Binder   

•    Doc.It® Publisher  

•    Doc.It® Scan and Form Recognition   

•    Doc.It® PDF Editor  

•    Doc.It® WorkFlow Manager  

•    Doc.It® Web Portal   

•    Doc.It® Tax and Accounting Software Integration  

  

Contact Doc.It® and schedule a Web demo and experience the technology that over 8,000 

accountants use to make their firms more efficient. Visit http://www.doc-it.com or call 888-693-

6248 (Ext. 1).  
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Doc.It Contact:  

Sue Padunsky 

Phone: (888) 693-6248 (Ext. 0)  

spadunsky@doc-it.com 

www.doc-it.com 

  

PR Contact:  

Leslie Garrett, Accounting Edge Marketing  

Phone: (651) 451-6903  

lgarrett@AccountingEdgeMarketing.com 

http://accountingedgemarketing.com 


